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Fixing	the	machines	
in	casinos	conundrum

by	David	Clifton,	Clifton	Davies	Consultancy	Limited

My first professional involvement with 
British casinos was in 1983, back in 
the days when not only the number of 
casinos, but also the extent of gaming 
facilities they could each individually 

provide, was restricted by the “demand test” enshrined 
in the Gaming Act 1968.

It may be hard to believe today, but the maximum 
permitted number of jackpot gaming machines (as they 
were then known) was fixed at just two per casino, 
pursuant to government policy at that time to avoid 
stimulating demand for, and to prevent excessive, 
gaming. 

That number had risen to ten (with a maximum stake 
of 50p and prize of £1,000) by the time of publication of 
the Budd Report in July 2001. 

Thereafter, without it seems any evidence-based 
rationale, the Gambling Act 2005 increased the 
permitted number of jackpot machines (re-named as 
category B1 machines with a current maximum stake 
of £5 and maximum prize of £10,000, with the option 
of a maximum £20,000 linked progressive jackpot on a 
premises basis only):

•  from 10 to 20 in the case of “converted” 1968 Act 
casinos, 

•  subject to a 2:1 machine-to-table ratio for small 
2005 Act casinos – reduced from the original 
recommended 8:1 ratio – capped at 80 machines, 
and 

•  subject to a 5:1 machine-to-table ratio for large 
2005 Act casinos, capped at 150 machines.

In 2012, a Parliamentary Select Committee 
described land-based casinos as the “most highly 
regulated sector and therefore the most appropriate 
venue for hard, high stake forms of gambling”. A year 
later, the Government said that it:
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•  “recognises that access to higher stake and prize 
gaming machines can support socially responsible 
growth in the casino sector”,

•  “welcomes the industry’s commitment to explore 
and ultimately deliver enhanced player protection 
measures which will help build public confidence 
in the casino sector and its commitment to 
minimising the harm caused by its products” and 

•  “notes the foundations being laid by [the National 
Casino Forum] and its members in this regard 
through the development of the Playing Safe 
code”.

Playing Safe is NCF’s enhanced responsible gambling 
programme launched in September 2013 and 
designed to develop and improve player protections 
and to mitigate harm to consumers, followed two 
years later by SENSE, the first national self-exclusion 
scheme of its type within this country, that is 
implemented by all casinos nationwide.

Bringing matters completely up to date, on 13th 
March this year I attended the NCF’s Playing Safe 
Reception, at which we were given an update 
on ground-breaking research by Focal Research 
Consultants Limited, which the NCF is partnering, 
to develop tools to aid operators to effectively 
identify and intervene when players exhibit early 
signs of potential problem gambling behaviour, 
which is surely precisely the sort of enhanced player 
protection measure the Government was calling for 
in 2013.

In NCF’s submission to DCMS in response to 
the latter’s “Call for evidence: Review of Gaming 
Machines and Social Responsibility Measures”, 
it has called for consideration of higher stake 
and prize machines for high-end Mayfair casinos 
plus the following changes to gaming machine 
entitlements:  

•  move small 2005 Act casinos to a 3:1 machine-
to-table ratio, subject to the present cap of 80 
machines,

•  allow “converted” 1968 Act casinos the same ratio 
of 3:1, similarly capped at 80 machines, and

•  increase the machine numbers cap for large 2005 
Act casinos in accordance with the existing 5:1 
machine to table ratio up to 500.

In support of its request, NCF has said that such 
changes will allow the casino sector to respond 
to customer demand, match global competition 

and keep up with technological advances: all key 
considerations post-Brexit where possible sterling 
parity with the dollar and the euro will inevitably 
boost tourism figures.

Against a backdrop of:
•  the ongoing development by the British casino 

sector of highly researched and carefully 
considered safeguards to protect the consumer 
and increase their trust and confidence in 
gambling operators, in line with the Gambling 
Commission’s call in November last year for 
the gambling industry to think about what 
the customer needs rather than what the 
Commission expects,

•  compliments since then from the Commission’s 
CEO Sarah Harrison to chief executives in the 
casino sector for showing leadership in raising 
standards,

•  reports of regular complaints being made by 
customers in busy casinos who have to wait for an 
hour or more for a machine to become available, 

•  a recent Gambling Commission gambling 
participation report showing no material change 
in problem gambling statistics, and

•  a situation where there are presently fewer 
gaming machines across all 150 or so casinos 
presently operating in Great Britain than one will 
find in a single casino in Las Vegas, this appears 
to represent a well-argued, evidence-based and 
consistent set of proposals which, if agreed by 
DCMS and implemented as sought, would:

•  fix the gaming machines in casinos conundrum 
that Richard Caborn, the minister responsible for 
gambling at the time the Gambling Act 2005 was 
enacted, admitted in 2012 was an area “where we 
could have applied more common sense” and “is 
something that needs to be revisited in my view”,  

•  make a valuable contribution to Government 
coffers in the sense of boosting jobs in the sector, 
adding to economic growth and raising additional 
tax revenues and 

•  place the British casino sector in a much more 
competitive position to face the financial 
uncertainties of a post-Brexit world.
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